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well in excess of the energy needed to get one ball
over the bar, but because the energy is quantized it
is all to no avail. Now replace the 500 children with
one reasonable fly-half. Our one decent kicker can
easily send the ball over the bar, having sufficient
energy to perform the task. The incident intensity
is very low, but the quantized energy is sufficient
to achieve the goal.
Kinetic energy of the photoelectron
For this we can stick with sport and imagine ourselves outside a football stadium (or whatever alternative takes your fancy). This is a simpler concept,
and I explain it in terms of money. Imagine you are
entering a stadium with a certain amount of money
(this corresponds to the photon energy). You hand
over some as an entrance fee (the work function)
and you are left with some change (kinetic energy
of the photoelectron). A nice feature of this analogy is that if you don’t have enough money you

Money in your pocket
outside the ground

Photon energy hf

Entrance fee

Work function φ

Change (for spending
inside!)

Kinetic energy Ek
of electron

Money in your pocket outside the ground =
entrance fee + change
Photon energy = work function + maximum kinetic energy
of photoelectron

can’t get through the turnstiles, in the same way
that a photon of insufficient energy could not liberate a photoelectron from the surface of the metal.
We can map the relationship between analogy and
reality as shown in the chart above.
Mark Whalley, head of science, St John’s School,
Cyprus.

OPTICS

Observing longitudinal inversion
with a vehicle’s rear-view mirror

Figure 1. (Left.) The front side of the sticker viewed from behind the car. Figure 2. (Centre.) The back
side of the sticker viewed from inside the car. Figure 3. (Right.) The appearance of the sticker when
viewed in the rear-view mirror from the driver’s seat.
There has been a surprising amount written in
physics education journals about the nature of the
image in a plane mirror [1–7]. The main issue
addressed is the apparent right-to-left inversion of
the image relative to the object. This topic has even
attracted the attention of philosophers and psychologists (see for example [8,9]). Clearly, it is not
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immediately obvious that the image is inverted in
the longitudinal direction (front–back), but not laterally (left–right or up–down). A good example of
this phenomenon should help convince students
that the image in a plane mirror is only inverted
front-to-back.
Text on a transparent sheet has been suggested as
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an object for exploring the image in the laboratory
[3,7]. A semi-transparent sticker on the rear window
of a car is another suitable object which students are
likely to encounter in their everyday experience. The
sticker should be observed in the three ways pictured
above. Figure 1 is a picture of a sticker taken from
behind the car, as it is intended to be seen. The view
from the driver’s seat when facing backward is shown
in figure 2. Finally, figure 3 is a picture of the sticker’s
image in the car’s rear-view mirror. Even though the
mirror is facing the back side of the sticker, the image
in the mirror looks as if it were taken from the front
side as in figure 1. This clearly demonstrates the longitudinal inversion produced by the plane mirror.
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MAGNETISM

Experiments with neodymium magnets

Figure 1. (Left.) Magnetism in action at a distance and through flesh. Figure 2. (Centre.) Wired man
being held up inside a plastic box by a neodymium magnet. Figure 3. (Right.) Simple compass. The
disc magnet turns with its poles facing north–south.
The advent of readily available and cheap neodymium
magnets, which are several times stronger than
ceramic magnets, enables us to demonstrate traditional experiments more effectively. and also perform new and exciting experiments showing magnetic
properties that hitherto could not be demonstrated.
Neodymium (NdFeB – neodymium-iron-boron)
magnets first became commercially available in
1984 and are the most powerful ‘rare-earth’ permanent magnets known to mankind. Because of
their strength, magnetism can now be demonstrated
over greater distances, particularly in experiments
which show the ‘non-contact’ nature of the magnetic force. These may be standard experiments and
demonstrations, but they are just a bit more spectacular using neodymium magnets:
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Magnetism through various materials, e.g. the
hand, books etc
Figure 1 illustrates the strength of a neodymium
magnet’s field through a hand. A 1 × 1/2 inch
diameter neodymium magnet is above the arm,
whilst below it are four 1/2 inch spherical
neodymium magnets.
Care must be taken when demonstrating not to
let the very strong magnets snap together.
 Suspending various items in mid-air using
magnets
A good test of ‘balanced forces’ awareness (e.g
a paperclip on thread held up inside a clear
plastic beaker, or small wired bendy man held
up in a plastic box with a 1 × 1/2 inch
neodymium magnet, as in figure 2.
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